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Abstract: To overcome the environmental impacts of releasing oil into the ocean for testing acoustic
methods in field experiments using autonomous underwater vehicles (AUVs), environmentally
friendly gas bubble plumes with low rise velocities are proposed in this research to be used as proxies
for oil. An experiment was conducted to test the performance of a centrifugal-type microbubble gen-
erator in generating microbubble plumes and their practicability to be used in field experiments. Sizes
of bubbles were measured with a Laser In-Situ Scattering and Transmissometry sensor. Residence
time of bubble plumes was estimated by using a Ping360 sonar. Results from the experiment showed
that a larger number of small bubbles were found in deeper water as larger bubbles rose quickly to
the surface without staying in the water column. The residence time of the generated bubble plumes
at the depth of 0.5 m was estimated to be over 5 min. The microbubble generator is planned to be
applied in future field experiments, as it is effective in producing relatively long-endurance plumes
that can be used as potential proxies for oil plumes in field trials of AUVs for delineating oil spills.

Keywords: microbubbles; proxy; oil spill; sonar; size of bubbles; residence time

1. Introduction

An accidental oil spill can be a major threat to public health resulting in a variety of
environmental impacts as well as fatal consequences to the marine ecosystem [1]. Rapid
response and the use of appropriate detection methods and sensors are key to mitigate the
undesirable consequences of a spill accident. When released, oil is broken up by turbulence
into droplets of various sizes where large droplets tend to rise rapidly to the surface while
small droplets tend to be transported horizontally by ocean currents [2]. Small oil droplets
released in the subsurface, particularly those treated with chemical dispersant can stay
in the water column for hundreds of hours and form subsurface plumes [3,4]. Detecting
these subsurface plumes attracts our interest as it is an ideal task for AUVs that collect
and communicate high resolution information of the plumes in near real-time from the
subsurface, a task unachievable by many traditional methods including remote sensing.

The clustering of oil plumes in general ocean conditions is a distinct characteristic that
poses challenges in detecting oil plumes with submersible sensors that have been com-
monly used in the field including fluorometers, particle size analyzers and other chemical
sensors [5]. By using these sensors and conventional point-based in-situ measurements
onboard an autonomous underwater vehicle (AUV), gradient methods have been widely
employed to track an oil plume [6]. However, recent experiments done by our research
team have revealed severe limitations of in-situ sensors as a primary sensor to conduct
an adaptive mission [7,8], which allows the path of the AUV to be updated and opti-
mized based on real-time sensor data. The clustering characteristics of oil in water can
inherently generate consecutive noise-like positive and negative peaks from a fluorometer
that might confuse an autonomous signal processor algorithm. The system would have
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to determine whether these peaks are true positive signals or noise from other possible
unknown sources. Hence, gradient approaches using single point sensors are likely to
cause confusion to maneuver an AUV in real-time [7]. In addition, a point-based sensor
can only take measurements where the vehicle is located. As a result, the vehicle must be
constantly moving in order to carry out continuous measurements and cannot pre-detect
the target oil without entering inside of the body of a plume. It also implies that the survey
design requires a relatively high resolution, hence an exhaustive search by the vehicle, to
acquire reasonably comprehensive information of the plume such as oil concentrations
and its approximate extent. This is neither efficient nor suitable to conduct an adaptive
mission. Another common sensor used to detect oil droplets in water is an optical laser
diffraction instrument which measures the sizes of particles suspended in water based on
scattering technology. The data provided by this sensor may lead to ambiguity especially in
the non-confined real ocean that may contain a great number of natural particles. Without
measuring additional morphological information of the detected particles in real-time, it is
not feasible to differentiate the regular shapes that oil droplets would have from those of
other substances in nature.

To overcome these challenges, acoustic backscattering has been used as an alternative
means to detect oil plume [9]. Acoustic devices such as sonars utilize remote detection
approach to capture and visually display acoustic backscatters of dynamically dispersing
oceanographic targets including oil droplets and methane bubbles in the water column. As
such, using this method allows for the use of buoyant acoustic backscattering materials as
tracers in field studies.

Another challenge in oil spill research is the ability to perform field experiments in
oil spill conditions, as it is inappropriate to release oil into the ocean. Dye tracers, such as
Rhodamine WT, are typically used to study oceanographic processes including dispersion
of spilled oil as they can be detected effectively at low concentrations [10]. However, as
these tracers are water-soluble, they do not behave like oil which can be distributed in the
water column as dispersed, dissolved, and gas phases [11,12].

Gas bubbles have a potential of being used as proxies for oil as they are expected to
reasonably represent the patchy characteristics oil plumes once released into the ocean. Gas
bubbles are environmentally friendly and can be detected well by sonar sensors. Similar to
oil droplets, they are buoyant and do not dissolve readily in the water column and thus
they are expected to show similar clustering characteristics of oil in water. In addition to
their similar transport behaviors in ocean waves and currents, oil droplets and gas bubbles
are both acoustic scatters and can be detected by sonars. When released continually, they
can form bubble clouds or plumes similar to plumes of oil spills, which can be used
during AUV field trials. As gas bubbles rise more quickly than oil droplets, bubbles of
micron size, also known as microbubbles, are proposed here for being used as the oil
proxy. Definition of microbubbles in the field of fluid physics are bubbles of diameters
less than 100 µm [13]. Different from typical bubbles which rise to the surface and burst,
microbubbles rise up and shrink before disappearing in the liquid [14]. These tiny bubbles
have low buoyancy and slow rise velocities allowing them to stay in the water column for
some period until they are detected by sonars equipped on AUVs. Microbubbles have been
widely studied and used in various fields including water treatment, water purification,
mineral processing, natural ecology restoration, cleaning and medicine [13,15]. Different
types of microbubble generators have been developed for large scale applications and
many are commercially available.

In this paper, we propose the use of gas bubble as a proxy for oil in AUV field missions.
This paper presents an initial investigation on the suitability of using air bubbles as proxies
for oil droplets. We did not aim to replicate oil droplets but to find some kind of tracer that
generates plumes that could be detected by acoustic devices in AUVs. For this purpose, our
main interest was the residence time and distribution of gas bubble plumes in the water
column to demonstrate that bubble plumes could represent the buoyant characteristics
of oil plumes and could stay in the water for a period of time before being detected by
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acoustic devices. As acoustic backscatters of oil and gas are different, it is not necessary
for the bubble plume to have the same quantities of bubbles as oil droplets in order to be
effectively detected by acoustic sensors. To prove this concept, we evaluated plumes of
air bubbles generated by a commercial microbubble generator and used a sonar sensor
to detect the generated plumes. Results from the experiment and the suitability of using
microbubbles for oil spill detection studies are presented and discussed.

2. Sonar Applications for Oil and Gas Detection
2.1. Previous Work

Sonar systems have been used to measure the sizes of oil droplets [16], to detect the
oil under surface ice, encapsulated in ice, and sunken on the seafloor [17–20], to measure
concentrations of oil and gas in the water column [21,22], and to measure the flow rates of
oil released during a spill event [23].

Sonars have an advantage over point-based in-situ sensors when used to detect
subsurface oil as they can cover a large continuous area as opposed to sampling a discrete
volume of the water column [24]. Fluorometers, the most commonly used point-based
in-situ oil sensors, are also susceptible to false positives due to disturbance from natural
sources of fluorescence present in seawater [25]. In order to attain effective detection of
oil in the water column, a combination of multiple methods employing different working
principles are typically required. The use of sonars in conjunction with fluorometers can
increase reliability of the detection and help confirm the existence of the oil [26]. Sonars
detect oil by recording the backscattered sound from oil droplets [27]. The strength of
the backscattering is determined by the acoustic impedance contrast between the oil and
ambient water [28]. The advantages of sonar systems include the capability of seeing a
long distance, seeing at low visibility, and provide quantitative information from acoustic
backscatter when the frequency of the system is sufficiently high [17]. Besides, sonar
systems are less affected by the bio-fouling compared to the Laser In-Situ Scattering and
Transmissometer (LISST) when measuring the size of oil droplets [16].

Sonars are capable of distinguishing two fluids with low impedance contrast, such as
crude oil and seawater, and detecting oil at low concentrations [28]. This was proven in a
study where a 400 kHz Wide Band Multi-Beam sonar was used to effectively detect freshwa-
ter injected into the saltwater, two fluids with small difference in reflectivity [29]. Another
test performed at the Navy facility Oil and Hazardous Materials Simulated Environmental
Test Tank, New Jersey of the U.S. showed that sonars with a nominal operating frequency
of 400 kHz were able to capture a well-dispersed plume with low oil-in-water concentra-
tions [9]. The result exceeded the expectation of a high-frequency sonar to detect oil at low
concentration. For detection of gas bubbles, such as greenhouse gas methane, sonar is the
most commonly used sensor as gas bubbles have strong acoustic scattering [30–32]. In the
work of Uchimoto et al. [33], the experiment found that a 600 kHz side-scan sonar could
detect underwater CO2 bubbles of 1–2 mm and 1 cm in diameter, the sizes of natural seep
bubbles [34]. Moreover, sonars are superior to underwater video cameras in surveying
well-dispersed gas bubbles as videos are restricted to smaller areas [32,35].

As there were no industry-accepted means to measure the flow rate of the hydrocarbon
fluid, an acoustic imaging sonar (1.8 MHz) and an acoustic Doppler sonar (1.3 MHz) were
used to measure the flow rates of the hydrocarbon released from the Deepwater Horizon
Macondo well on 31 May 2010 [23]. The acoustic imaging sonar was used to record
horizontal cross-section images of the flowing fluid, while the Doppler sonar provided
vertical velocities of the flow. The method used provided consistent result with other
studies such as in [36], which verified usefulness of sonar systems and suitability of sonars
for oil detection.

The effectiveness sonars in detecting oil droplets and gas bubbles is highly dependent
on their operating frequencies. Weber et al. used an acoustic method to quantify the amount
of oil surfacing with ship-mounted acoustic Simrad ES60 echo sounders [37]. These echo
sounders were operated at the frequencies of 12, 38 and 200 kHz. The anomalously high
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return detected by the 200-kHz echo sounder above the depth of 200 was in accordance
with the visual observation of the oil from the surface. However, similar anomalous
backscattering was not observed by the echo sounders operating at lower frequencies of
12 and 38 kHz. Another study used a sonar with the operating frequency of 5 MHz to
measure oil droplets size in an oil-water-dispersant mixture [16]. The frequency of the sonar
was much higher than the resonant frequency for the size of detected oil droplets. The
comparison with measurements from a LISST sensor showed a good performance of the
acoustic method. From the above studies, high operating frequencies tend to provide better
oil detection. However, the frequency should not be too high as the signal attenuation will
increase at a higher frequency leading to a shorter range of the sonar [16]. The optimum
frequency of a sonar depends on the size of oil droplets, the coverage distance, and the
level of ambient noise [27]. A tank experiment with the use of an Acoustic Zooplankton
and Fish Profiler multiple-frequency echo sounder showed that the submerged oil was
detectable with the frequencies of 455, 769, 1250 and 2000 kHz [38]. Results from the study
showed that the size of oil droplets was in the order of 100 µm [38]. Moreover, the lower
frequency could be also effective in detecting oil droplets if the size of the droplets was
larger. Similarly, the size of gas bubbles is essential when selecting the frequency of a sonar.
Szczucka [39] noted that “acoustic determination of the concentration of gas bubbles in the
sea is based on the phenomenon of resonant backscattering” and “a bubble of a definite
size resonates with an incident acoustic wave of a precisely defined frequency, inversely
proportional to a bubble radius”.

Types of sonars are also important in selecting a sonar system for oil and gas de-
tection. The types of sonars that have been used to detect suspended oil droplets and
gas bubbles include echo sounders, sider-scanning sonars, multibeam sonars [35,40–42].
Multibeam echo sounders excelled the single-beam echo sounders in determining the
plume’s geometric feature [32]. An experiment with a focus on detecting sunken oil on the
sea bottom compared capabilities of various types of sonars including a side-scan sonar,
a multibeam/panoramic sonar, a 3D acoustic camera, and a front-looking sonar, with
frequencies ranging from 100 kHz to 600 kHz. The high-frequency sonars (200–500 kHz)
were found to have the ability to detect oil patches with low reflectivity. The side-scan sonar
can quickly find the position of oil as a wide swath. More precise detection was achieved
from the multibeam sonar, the 3D acoustic camera, and the front-looking sonar [20]. These
findings related to sunken oil can be used as a reference when considering the application
of sonars in detecting oil droplets and gas bubbles in the water column.

To confirm the potential use of sonar for oil detection in future AUV experiments,
proof-of-concept experiments were conducted as described below.

2.2. Proof-of-Concept Sonar Experiment

Aiming to overcome the challenges in using point-based in-situ sensors in AUV oil
spill missions, we investigated the use of sonar in future AUV experiments. Two sonar
instruments were tested for proof-of-concept. A set of tests were conducted in the wave
tank facility at the Bedford Institute of Oceanography (BIO), Dartmouth, Nova Scotia,
Canada on 31 July 2019 [43]. The facility is operated by the Centre for Offshore Oil, Gas and
Energy Research (COOGER), Department of Fisheries and Oceans Canada. Alaska North
Slope (ANS) crude oil and two different sonar sensors were selected for the test: the BV5000
3D scanning sonar and the M450 2D sonar of Teledyne Blueview. The frequencies of these
sonars were 1.35 MHz and 450 kHz, respectively. The results demonstrated that both
sonars were capable of detecting oil in advance of an AUV (by using a forward-looking
sonar) and at a distance, unlike other in-situ oil sensors that had been used to date. An oil
plume consisting of a number of small droplets as well as a significant amount of noise
were detected by the M450 sonar. By comparison, the acoustic pings at higher frequency
generated by the BV5000 resulted in clearer sonar images at a distance of 2.5 m from the
sonar head. The fan-shaped sonar images also captured the upward moving process of the
plume as it rose to the surface. These proof-of-concept-test results indicated that acoustic
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sensors may have the following potential advantages in detecting oil from an AUV in
the ocean:

1. An oil plume can potentially be pre-detected by an AUV prior to entering the plume.
2. Sonar fan-shaped image display is more suitable than point-based oil sensors for

discontinuous oil patches to make an adaptive decision on the next waypoints or
trajectory to delineate the plume.

3. The two-dimensional survey of the scanning sonar has advantages over a point-based
survey to undertake an adaptive mission for a dynamically dispersing target such as
an oil plume.

3. Experiment Setup

In this study, we propose using gas bubbles as environmentally friendly proxy for
oil in AUV field experiments so as to allow AUVs equipped with sonars to be tested
in realistic oil spill conditions without releasing oil into the ocean. When bubbles are
generated with hydrocarbon gas, such as methane or butane, a sonar can be used with
hydrocarbon gas sensor for cross-validation. However, in our experiments, air bubbles
were used to minimize health and environmental risks posed by releasing hydrocarbon
gases, such as methane which is a known greenhouse gas. The proposed gas bubble plumes
were generated using a commercial microbubble generator. Microbubbles have slow rise
velocity leading to plumes that remain in the water column for a period of time before
being detected by a sonar and/or other sensors. An experiment was conducted to test the
microbubble generator in creating bubble plumes and characterize the plumes in terms of
bubble size, residence time, and suitability to be used in the ocean. The experiment also
aimed to evaluate a sonar sensor on its performance in detecting the bubble plumes.

3.1. Bubble Gennerator

The system that we tested was a microbubble pump, Karyu Turbo Mixer (KTM)
pump, developed by Nikuni Co., Ltd. in Kawasaki, Kanagawa, Japan, (see Figure 1).
The centrifugal pump uses a principle similar to the dissolved air flotation method [44].
However, the air dissolution and mixing occur simultaneously as the air and water are
drawn in and pressurized by the mechanics of the uniquely designed turbine impeller.
A combination of frictional, axial, and centrifugal forces created by the impeller helps
enhance entrainment of air by breaking the air into small bubbles and generating high
operating pressure [45]. Atmospheric air is drawn into the low-pressure suction side of the
pump eliminating the need of an air compressor. A large mixing tank is also not required
leading to a more compact system that is suitable to be used at sea if needed. The average
size of the microbubbles produced by this system is 25 µm but a dimeter of less than
10 µm can be obtained by varying operating conditions including air and water flowrates
and pressure [46].
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3.2. Sensor Suite

The sonar used in the experiment was a Ping360 sonar from Blue robotics, Torrance,
CA, USA (see Figure 2). Specifications of the sonar are presented in Table 1. The Ping360
is a mechanical scanning imaging sonar (see Figure 2) that has a 50 m range and can
work to a depth of 300 m. It was designed to be used for navigation on ROVs such as
BlueROV2 [47], but can also be used for obstacle avoidance, inspection, tracking, and so
on. In the experiment, we used the Ping360 to detect microbubbles generated by the KTM
pump and evaluated the residence time of bubbles. In this paper, the residence time was
the length of time that the bubble plume stayed in the water column at one depth (within
the vertical range of the sonar) as captured by the sonar.
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The sizes of bubbles generated by the microbubble generator were measured using a
Laser in-situ Scattering and Transmissometry (LISST-200X) sensor (see Figure 3) LISST-200X,
developed by Sequoia Scientific Inc. in Bellevue, WA, USA, was designed for measuring
particle sizes and concentrations in water. The LISST-200X is rated to a depth of 600 m and
can cover a size range between 1 and 500 microns, which is the range of our interest [48].
Other measurements provided by LISST-200X also include temperature and depth.
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Table 1. Specifications of Ping360 [49].

Parameter Value

Frequency 750 kHz
Supply Voltage 11–25 volts

Beamwidth (Horizontal) 2◦

Beamwidth (Vertical) 25◦

Working Range 0.75–50 m
Weight in Air 510 g

Scan Speed at 2 m 9 s/360◦

Scan Speed at 50 m 35 s/360◦

Range Resolution 0.08% of the range
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4. Experiment and Results
4.1. Experimental Setup

A detailed experiment was conducted in the tow tank of the Ocean Engineering
Research Centre (OERC) at the Memorial University of Newfoundland (see Figure 4). The
tank has a length of 54 m which was beneficial as the dispersion of the microbubbles was
not restricted by the tank boundaries. The observation window looking into the side of
the tow tank helped to capture the motion of the bubbles. The tank was filled with clean
water before the experiment which was favorable for the measurements of the sonar and
the LISST-200X. Figure 5 shows the setup of the KTM microbubble generator on a bridge in
the tow tank.
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Figure 5. The setup of the Nikuni KTM pump in the tow tank.

In the experiment, the LISST-200X sensor was set up in front of the release nozzle;
the bubble cloud passed through the sensing range of the LISST-200X (see Figure 6). The
Ping360 sonar was placed to one side of the release nozzle, with its horizontal scanning
direction covering the passing plume. Nine sets of sampling positions were selected to
precisely measure the distribution and motion of the bubbles (see Table 2 and Figure 7).
The horizontal and vertical distances between adjacent sampling positions were selected to
be 0.5 m to cover the length and height of the plume based on visual observation. In our
experiment, the water in the tank remained static except for the disturbance from the water
and bubbles coming from the discharge nozzle.
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Figure 7. Sampling positions for the sonar and LISST-200X in the tow tank.

The sequence of the tests is indicated by the red arrows shown in Figure 8. When the
sonar and the LISST were set in their positions, these two sensors were started up to collect
background information for one minute. This background information was a reference for
calculating the residence time of bubbles. Then, the bubble generator was turned on to
generate bubbles for more than 3 min in order to get stable a plume. The bubble generator
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was then stopped and the sonar and the LISST continued their measurements until there
was no clear plume visible in the sonar image. The amount of time after pump was shut
off until the plume disappeared from the sonar image was approximated as the residence
time of the bubbles in the water at the specified depth. The bubble plume generated by the
KTM pump can be seen in Figure 9.
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4.2. Measurements from the Experiment
4.2.1. Bubble Size Distribution

The size distributions of the bubbles collected by the LISST-200X sensor at the 9
sampling positions when the bubble generator was working are shown in Figure 10. This
can help understand size distribution of the bubbles at different locations within the plume.
The sampling position C, D, and I were at a higher altitude than the release nozzle, the
sampling position B, E, and H were at the same depth as the release nozzle, and the
sampling position A, F, and G were lower than the release nozzle. From the bubble size
distribution, it can be observed that:

1. A higher proportion of smaller bubbles was found at deeper positions. For example,
at position F which was at a depth of 1.5 m, more than 90% of the bubbles were
smaller than 100 microns, while at position E which was at the depth of 1.0 m, the
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majority were within the range of 100–150 microns. At a shallower position (position
D), more large bubbles between 200 and 250 microns were found. The difference in
size distribution at varied depths was owing to the rise velocities of differently sized
bubbles. Large bubbles rose quickly toward the water surface while small bubbles
rose more slowly leading to a larger proportion of small bubbles staying at depth.

2. A larger percentage of smaller bubbles were collected at the farthest distance from
the release nozzle. For example, at the water depth of 1.5 m, only 80% of bubbles
found at position A were smaller than 100 microns while almost all the bubble (99%)
found at position G were smaller than 100 microns. For position C, D, and I, a larger
proportion of bubbles with sizes smaller than 250 microns were collected at position I,
the longest distance from the release nozzle among the 3 positions placed at 0.5 m
water depth.

The variation of bubble sizes in the horizontal direction was partly impacted by the
different rise velocities of the bubbles where larger bubbles, having higher rise speeds
velocities, surfaced quickly without travelling a long distance horizontally. In addition, in
the experiment, the release nozzle released the bubbles at an angle of inclination of 20◦

(see Figure 11), which defined the path of the plume and made bubbles, especially smaller
bubbles as they tend to travel horizontally rather than upwards, go to deeper water as they
moved further away from the nozzle.

There was also some exception to the size distribution in the horizontal direction.
For example, at the water depth of 1.0 m, bubbles smaller than 150 microns comprised
more than 50% of the bubbles found at position H, and only 41% for position E. However,
at position B which was closest to the release nozzle, a higher percentage of more than
70% were observed. At both C and I, 3% of bubbles were between 50–100 microns while
there were no bubbles in this size range at position D. 37% of bubbles at position C
was in the size range of 100–200 microns, 32% of bubbles at position D were in the size
range of 100–200 microns, and 32% of bubbles at the position I were in the size range of
100–200 microns.
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4.2.2. Residence Time of Bubbles

The residence time of bubbles was estimated based on sonar images. The length of
time from when the bubble generator was stopped until the time when no clear bubble
plume could be observed from the sonar image was assumed to be the residence time
of bubbles in the water column. In this experiment, it was assumed that the highest
concentration of bubbles was on the vertical plane along the centerline of the plume and
parallel to the side wall of the tank (Plane A in Figure 12). Therefore, the length of time
that bubbles stayed on this plane after the bubble generator was shut off was measured as
the residence time. As the sonar used was a mechanical scanning sonar and had a vertical
beamwidth of 25◦, the residence time of bubbles measured at sampling point 1 represents
the residence time of the bubbles within the rectangle area (region 1) in Figure 13, which
overlaps the sampling region of point 2.

The sonar images collected from position 3 before the start of the bubble generator,
when the bubble generator was working, and when there was no plume on the vertical
plane for calculating residence time are presented in Figure 14. In Figure 14c, there were
no visible bubbles in the sonar image in region 1 and above, which was regarded as the
disappearance of bubbles.
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The residence times of bubbles calculated at the nine sampling positions are presented
in Table 3.

Table 3. Residence time of bubbles calculated at different sampling positions from sonar.

Distance *: 0.5 m Distance: 1.0 m Distance: 1.5 m

Depth: 0.5 m
Position 3: Position 4: Position 9:

304 s 364 s 323 s

Depth: 1.0 m
Position 2: Position 5: Position 8:

106 s 148 s 214 s

Depth: 1.5 m
Position 1: Position 6: Position 7:

65 s 77 s 133 s
* Distance means the horizontal distance from sonar to the nozzle which is shown in Figure 7.

1. The residence time decreased with an increase in water depth. One can expect bubbles
to rise up from deeper to shallower water. Therefore, the residence time measured at
a shallower position, e.g., position 3, can be considered to be the length of time from
the first bubbles appeared in this shallow water region when the bubble generator
was stopped until the time when the last bubble that rose from the deeper water to
this region disappeared.

2. In most cases, the residence time of bubbles increased with the distance from the
release nozzle. This was because the release nozzle had an inclination angle which
drove the bubbles deeper away from the nozzle. There was an exception at the depth
of 0.5 m where the residence times of bubbles at position 3, 4, and 9 were 304 s,
364 s, and 323 s respectively. For position 9, the residence time of the bubbles was
shorter than that collected at position 4. Considering position 9 to be the furthest
point from the center of the plume, this phenomenon was possibly caused by bubbles
disappearing due to shrinking or dissolution of the gas as they rose through the water
column toward the surface. Besides, at a longer distance from the nozzle, the low
density of bubbles at shallower depth also affected the images collected by the sonar,
which affects the calculation of residence time at the end. Moreover, the residence
times obtained at these positions may have been affected by the bubbles that rose
up from positions directly underneath them (position A, F, and G, respectively). As
position F had a higher percentage of bubbles below the size of 50 microns compared
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with position A and G, these bubbles may have risen up slowly to the depth of 0.5 m,
contributing to longer residence time collected at position 4. This was also witnessed
at position A and G. Position G has a higher percentage of small bubbles within the
size range of 50–100 microns than position A, which probably resulted in the residence
time collected at position 9 being longer than that at position 3.
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5. Discussion

In the experiment, a LISST-200X was used to evaluate the size that a microbubble
generator can generate, and a sonar was used to investigate the residence times of bubble
plumes generated by the pump in the water column. By comparing the data from the
LISST-200X and Ping360 sonar, at the water depth of 1.5 m, a larger proportion of smaller
bubbles was observed at a longer distance from the release nozzle; the residence time was
also longer. As smaller bubbles have low rise velocities, they took a longer time to surface.
This observation cross validates the data collected from the LISST-200X sensor and the
sonar. When the depth was reduced to 1 m, the residence time of bubbles was longer away
from the release nozzle, and longer than the residence time at the corresponding position
at the depth of 1.5 m. Although the size of bubbles collected at the point closest to the
release nozzle at the depth of 1.0 m did show a higher percentage of smaller bubbles than
at a further distance, the small bubbles that rose up from the depth of 1.5 m could have
contributed to the longer residence time at the points further away from the nozzle. At the
water depth of 0.5 m, a larger proportion of bubbles smaller than 200 microns was collected
at a distance of 0.5, closest to the nozzle; however, the residence time at this location was
shorter than the other two positions. This could be due to different bubble concentrations
at different positions within the plume. For the depth of 0.5 m, a higher concentration of
bubbles was found at the distance of 1 m where the longest residence time was observed.

From the sonar images of the experiment conducted in the tow tank, the generated
bubble plumes were invisible at approximately 6 m from the release nozzle. In this
experiment, there were no waves or current and thus the influence of waves and currents
on the motion of the bubble plumes was not tested. When releasing microbubbles in the
ocean, waves and currents may have various effects on the plume; they may help extend
the outer boundary of the plume providing the AUVs with larger survey area but may also
cause the bubble clouds to disperse so thinly that they are undetectable by sonars.

Our next step will be to test this KTM pump and the sonar in the ocean before being
applied in AUV missions. It is expected that the bubbles will stay for a longer time than
the residence time observed in the lab experiment by releasing the bubbles from deeper
water. Moreover, it is also expected that the disturbance from waves and current could
drive the bubbles to a further distance from the release nozzle and break the plume into
patches of bubble clouds in the water.

6. Conclusions

In this work, an experiment was conducted in a lab to investigate the possibility
of using gas bubbles as proxies for oil in AUV field missions. The main interest of this
investigation was the residence time and distribution of gas bubble plumes in the water
column. The residence time and distribution of gas bubble plumes can represent the
buoyant characteristics of gas bubbles and the length of time of bubbles remain in the water
column before being detected by acoustic sensors on an AUV. Results from the experiment
showed that:

1. A Nikuni KTM pump was able to generate bubbles with sizes less than 100 microns.
2. A Ping360 sonar with a frequency of 750 kHz was found to have the ability to detect

microbubble plumes which contain bubbles with sizes less than 100 microns.
3. Smaller bubbles were found at a higher percentage of the total numbers of bubbles

in deeper water, such as at the depth of 1.5 m, as large bubbles having higher rise
velocities surfaced quickly without staying in the water column.

4. The residence time of the bubble plumes at the depth of 0.5 m was estimated to be
over 5 min. The bubbles were generated by the Nikuni KTM pump and released in
less than 2 m of water at a depth of 1 m and an inclination angle of 20◦.

From the experiment results, it is expected that the residence time of the bubbles can
be longer if the bubbles are released from deeper water. The bubble generator developed
based on the KTM pump is planned to be applied in future field experiments, as it was
effective in producing long-endurance plumes that can be used as a potential proxy for
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oil plumes in field trials of AUVs for delineating oil spills. It is also expected that the
disturbance from waves and current could drive the bubbles to a further distance from the
release nozzle and break the plume into patches of bubble clouds in the water.
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